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The Philippine Left and the 2019 elections –
The need to innovate
Monday 5 August 2019, by TADEM Eduardo C. (Date first published: 2 August 2019).

By 2022, will the Left be able to transcend its historical reticence and finally achieve a
breakthrough in electoral politics?Why did the Philippine Left perform badly (and worse
than in previous years) in the 2019 elections? In the party-list contest, the mainstream Left
saw its votes fall from 3.9 million in 2016 to 2.3 million in 2019, a 41% drop. Non-
mainstream Left parties also saw their total votes fall by 73% – from 856,349 to 228,527.

Among Left senatorial candidates, the best performer from the mainstream Left who had previously
ran in the 2016 polls suffered a 28% decline in votes. Four other non-mainstream Left candidates
ended up almost at the tail end of the Senatorial count.

One possible explanation can be traced to how the Left conducted its electoral campaign.

The issues raised by the Left electoral groups/parties were mostly liberal bourgeois democratic in
nature: e.g., affordable public services, work regularization, national industrialization, agricultural
modernization, ending land monopolies, assertions of national sovereignty especially vis a vis China,
universal human rights, an impartial justice system, and legislating and/or faithfully implementing
liberal laws on education, health, and women, etc. These are all valid electoral issues and desirable
reforms, of course, but these concerns only make the Left indistinguishable from liberal democrats
and moderate social democrats.

The Left’s primary ideological handle, “socialism,” was once more absent in its electoral platforms.

The socialist agenda and its egalitarian components were never projected in the public eye as
virtually all Left groups concentrated on raising bread-and-butter issues in futile attempts to court
the voting public. While not eschewing the need to struggle for liberal reforms, shouldn’t the Left
relate these to its overall vision of a socialist society?

Other factors

Of course, there were other factors that would explain the Left’s poor electoral performance [1].

These include the lack of both human and material resources, the intimidating dominance of
traditional politics, a politically immature and long disempowered voting public who mainly see
elections as a way of sharing in the crumbs dispensed by the wealthy through vote buying, a
bastardized party-list system, the atmosphere of impunity, the seeming appeal of aberrant ethical
standards promoted by the Duterte regime, etc.

But all these are a given and beyond the Left’s control, whereas, the opportunity to share the vision
of an alternative future lay in their hands via direct and indirect contact with the masses through
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mass campaigns and media exposure. Regrettably, the Left did not take that opportunity.

By the middle of the decade, the signs already pointed to a deepening distrust and disaffection by
the Filipino people of the restored liberal democratic system and its failed promises. The fervent
hopes accompanying the 1986 EDSA toppling of the Marcos dictatorship have been all but
extinguished. In their place festered a stark dystopia of cynicism, disenchantment, hopelessness, and
desperation.

Widespread poverty remained endemic while the gap between the rich and the poor and middle
classes widened further. High growth rates have only benefitted the affluent and propertied classes.
Almost 90 percent of the employed labor force was in contractual and precarious work, deprived of
benefits, security of tenure, and the right to organize. Small farmers languished under the lack of
support services, rapidly falling farmgate prices, and the onslaughts of corporate interests.

Agrarian reform has been emasculated of its social justice essence and replaced by uncontrolled
land speculation by pillaging property developers and dominance by predatory agribusiness
corporations. Chronic joblessness has driven millions to often risky and hazardous overseas
employment. A skewed urban development repeatedly trampled on the rights of the urban poor.
Essential public services have been deregulated and privatized – left to the tentacles of a
dehumanizing market.

The economic backbones of a modern society, agriculture and manufacturing, have atrophied,
superseded by the opportunistic rent-seeking service and financial sectors. To make matters worse,
an already fragile environment continued to deteriorate.

In the political sphere, rapacious dynastic families cemented their long-running rule while the
disease of corruption infected every nook and cranny of public service. Peace and order remained
pipe dreams for the ordinary citizen. Except for a major segment of the Moro struggle, armed
rebellions lingered uncontained as peace efforts have been continually derailed.

Failure to innovate

The atmosphere was ripe for alternative voices and fresh perspectives. It was an ideal situation for
the Left to unfold its progressive agenda and fill in the outsized gap left by the failures of the post-
EDSA regimes.

Unfortunately for the Left electoral groups, in both the 2016 and 2019 elections, they failed to offer
innovative programs and a vision of an alternative future that would seize the imagination of the
masses and galvanize them to vote for Left candidates. Tragically, it has been the alternative of
right-wing populist-sounding authoritarianism that has hijacked the initiative and captured the
masses’ allegiance, in the absence anything else on the legible and comprehensible political horizon.

A radical Left electoral platform would have highlighted the essential and primary issue of social
inequality and its manifestations.

Such a platform would include the following:

· a radical wealth redistribution via a wealth tax to fund social protection

· strict regulation of the financial sector

· a maximum cap on corporate profits



· working peoples’ ownership and control of the means of production

· reduction of the working day/week

· the commons principle in land, seas, and other property relations

· an agrarian reform based on free land distribution

· abolition of private agricultural land ownership beyond family-size farms

· unconditional basic income for jobless marginalized sectors

· restitution for the historical wrongs inflicted on indigenous peoples, women, and LGBTQ persons

· public control of essential services and utilities and their free provision for vulnerable sectors

· repudiation of onerous public debts

· realigning of production to serve the local market

· an internationalist foreign policy instead of 17th century Westphalian notions of absolute national
sovereignty

· an aggressive renewable energy program coupled with the calibrated dismantling of all fossil-fuel
based technologies, etc.

Consider how, in the US, Senator Bernie Sanders electrified the national stage in 2016 by running
for President on a publicly avowed socialist platform. Despite losing the Democratic nomination, he
created a groundswell of interest and eventual support for what had previously been a stigmatized
political standpoint in the bastion of global capitalism. A Harris poll conducted in April 2019
revealed that 40% of Americans and 55% of younger women now prefer socialism over capitalism.

Beyond a radical electoral platform, however, the Philippine Left also need to look inward and
discard outmoded notions from the past. New formulations must arise given the extensive
transformations of the 21st century.

Sectarianism, dogmatism, and vanguardism must cease. Learning from the failed experiments of the
Soviet Union, China and other “actually existing socialisms,” a major rethinking and re-articulation
of the socialist project are urgent priorities.

The 2022 presidential elections provide another chance for the Left to “spread its wings” and mount
an electoral campaign with a radical platform. Will it be able to transcend its historical reticence,
and finally achieve a breakthrough in electoral politics? Or, will the Left continue to bring up the
rear of Philippine politics and still be relegated to its periphery? –
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Footnotes
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